REVIEW

Central visual\(^1\) and oculomotor\(^2\) disorders are present in some 20%-40% of patients in neurological rehabilitation centres.\(^1\) Gianutsos reported that 50% of the patients in a head trauma rehabilitation centre show visual system disorders not assessed before although most of the patients were chronic and had been treated in other hospitals previously.\(^1\) In a large sample of 314 patients with postchiasmatic visual field disorders from a rehabilitation department 70% had a parafoveal visual field sparing of 5\(^\circ\) or less. Of these patients, 50%-70% subjectively reported and objectively showed chronic reading and visual exploration deficits.\(^3\) Furthermore, visual field disorders are associated with an adverse prognosis in outcome studies according to life table analysis\(^4\) and impair the success of vocational rehabilitation.\(^1\)\(^,\)\(^4\) Spatial-perceptual deficits may delay the rehabilitation progress in physiotherapy,\(^5\)\(^,\)\(^6\) lead to complications due to repeated accidents,\(^1\)\(^,\)\(^10\) and correlate highly with deficits in activities of daily living (dressing, transfers, or manoeuvring a wheelchair).\(^1\)\(^,\)\(^11\)\(^-\)\(^16\)

In the presence of limited financial resources in health policy it might be argued that central visual disorders do not require treatment as they do not affect outcome adversely. Although nothing supports this opinion there is some evidence to the contrary. Cutting inpatient stroke rehabilitation to a maximum of 60 days (in Italy) led to a deterioration in neuropsychological and activities of daily living in patients with stroke, especially those with right hemispheric lesions.\(^1\)\(^,\)\(^7\) Hence, withdrawing neuropsychological treatment deteriorates functional performance and creates new costs. Whereas the systematic treatment of language, speech, and motor disorders is traditionally viewed as unequivocally necessary the possible influence of visual-sensory and oculomotor disorders on the patient’s outcome is still neglected in neurorehabilitation. This review summarises therapeutic approaches for acquired central visual disorders. It is split into five parts. After an introduction into the role of vision in neurorehabilitation, the second part deals with current theorising of recovery from brain damage, cortical plasticity, and implications for rehabilitation. Part three summarises low level and high level visual disorders after brain lesions and their resulting impairments. In part four therapeutic approaches for these disorders are detailed, where available. In the last part, future perspectives for neurovisual rehabilitation including new experimental, but unexplored approaches are outlined. Pharmacological stimulation efforts\(^8\)\(^-\)\(^10\) and disorders of the anterior visual pathways are not covered. Visual neglect is only alluded to in the section of future directions, to indicate new promising treatment techniques that might be relevant for other visual disorders as well (see Robertson\(^1\) for a recent, excellent review on neglect rehabilitation).

Why rehabilitate neurovisual deficits?
Common sense usually associates visual acuity, colour, and depth perception with the general term “vision”, and this very limited understanding of visual capacities, the resulting visual impairments, and consequences for daily life after an acquired brain lesion are often found in professional neurorehabilitation teams as well. A closer look at different visuo perceptual and oculomotor abilities required for cognitive and motor abilities in a neurorehabilitative context is given in fig 1.

According to this more elaborate view visual functions are relevant for four main types of activity: for the patient’s mobility, for binocular vision and depth perception, for reading, and for subsequent language processing. Finally, vision is one of the major input channels to memory, and the most important medium in the workplace in our visually and PC dominated world. Consequently, impairments in one or several visual capacities that contribute to these purposes will lead to deficits in non-visual activities (cognition and motor control). If this multifaceted view of vision is adopted in a rehabilitation context, treating visual deficits is not only interesting in itself, but has an important impact on the patient’s rehabilitation progress in other, non-visual treatment areas. Two examples illustrate this: a patient with head trauma with a deficit in convergent fusion has a severely limited span for reading and PC work (in the order of 10 minutes, see later). If this remains untreated vocational rehabilitation will probably fail as reading and PC work are an essential part of such programmes. Alternatively, consider a secretary with hemianopic alexia due to a right
sided, fovea reaching hemianopia (2° field sparing; see later). As long as her reading speed remains 1/5 of her premorbid level, reading will be so laborious for her, that few cognitive resources remain to understand and memorise what she has read. Furthermore, memory training based on written material will probably be unsuccessful as well.

Recovery from brain damage and brain plasticity: implications for rehabilitation

Traditional thinking of neurologists and neuropsychologists about recovery from acquired brain damage is usually that lost neurons in the brain cannot regenerate, so that—due to the relatively fixed mapping of functions to certain brain areas—the boundaries for neurorehabilitation are firmly set. As a consequence, restorative approaches have been used only with limited success in visual rehabilitation (see Kerkhoff for a more detailed discussion). Most often treatments for neurovisual disorders try to utilise intact functions (compensation), use or try to develop optic and prosthetic devices, or aim at improving the adaptation of the environment to the patient's impairment (substitution). Nevertheless, there are approaches for direct retraining of an impaired function (restitution)—that is, perimetric visual field training or the training of convergent fusion (see fig 3).

However, the traditional thinking concerning the brain's very limited capacity for reorganisation after a lesion in adulthood has been changing in the past few years. This is for two reasons: firstly, it has been shown recently in animals and humans that some degree of neurogenesis is possible in adulthood (see McMillan et al for further details); secondly, neurogenesis and representational cortical changes are both experience dependent, and therefore might be enhanced by specifically tailored rehabilitation programmes. The critical point in the next few years will therefore be to evaluate if such plastic changes in an injured brain can lead regenerated neurons to acquire normal or near to normal functions, and more importantly, if this has a significant impact on the improvement of day to day visual functions. In support of such a more optimistic view of the rehabilitation potential after brain lesions Buonomano and Merzenich recently concluded "...that cortical maps are dynamic constructs that are remodelled in detail by behaviourally important experiences throughout life (p150)", and "...that the cortex reorganises its effective local connections and responses following peripheral or central alterations of inputs and in response to behavior." (p150). If this view of neuroplasticity is only partially justified it should be possible in the next few years to develop new or improve existing treatments that exploit this lifelong potential for cortical/subcortical reorganisation after central lesions. Even if no functional restitution can be achieved—for example, due to a large cortical lesion—some degree of cortical reorganisation or plasticity is probably required for the acquisition of new compensatory strategies. Hence, learning compensatory sacadic eye movements to a blind hemifield to cope with the field loss (see below) probably necessitates cortical reorganisation in oculomotor brain centres (to generate the eye movements towards the scotoma) and in cortical regions representing...
Table 1 Survey of frequent visual and oculomotor disorders, their aetiologies, anatomical localisation of the lesion and resulting impairment and disabilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deficit</th>
<th>Aetiology and localisation of lesion</th>
<th>Impairment/disability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visual acuity (near/far)</td>
<td>Primary deficits: bilateral or unilateral postchiasmatic lesion(s); Secondary deficits: eccentric fixation in cerebral hypoaxia, visual exploration deficits, disturbed simultaneous perception and spasmodic fixation (Balint/Holmes syndrome)</td>
<td>Impaired object identification and reading, near work fatigue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast sensitivity (spatial, temporal)</td>
<td>Unilateral, bilateral, and diffuse &quot;posterior&quot; brain lesions; temporal for high spatial and parietal for low spatial frequencies</td>
<td>Blurred vision; recognition of objects, traffic signs, distances or faces impaired at low luminance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptation (photopic, scotopic)</td>
<td>Posterior thalamic or &quot;posterior&quot; brain lesions, cerebral hypoaxia, occasional severe head injury</td>
<td>Blinding/dark or foggy vision; delayed or lost adaptation to different luminance levels; eye strain, impaired depth estimation, reduced acuity, asthenopic disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereopsis and depth perception</td>
<td>V2 lesions: local stereopsis; temporal lesions: global stereopsis; parietal lesions: 3 D stereo features of objects; right hemispheric preponderance</td>
<td>Slowed and inaccurate grasping and manipulative movements, impaired depth perception, reduced reading duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convergent fusion</td>
<td>Conjugate, tonic imbalance of both eyes to the ipsilesional side; inability to fixate/reach for objects/persons in the contralesional hemispace; hypometric saccades and increased saccadic latencies for saccades to the contralesional hemispace; impaired smooth pursuit towards ipsilesional hemispace; (b) difficulties following moving objects/vehicles/persons, omissions of critical objects; impaired orientation during self motion of person</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homonymous visual field disorders</td>
<td>PCA infarctions, bleedings, cerebral hypoaxia, along the whole course of the postchiasmatic visual pathways</td>
<td>Impaired visual search/orientation in 2 D and 3 D space, reading difficulties, slowed and inaccurate performance in functional visual fields</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual-spatial perception</td>
<td>Dorsal visual pathways and basal ganglia after MCA lesions, more frequent and more severe after right cerebral lesions</td>
<td>Disturbed perception of geometric relations: subjective visual vertical and horizontal, impaired orientation and localisation performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual object and face recognition</td>
<td>Bilateral/sometimes unilateral right PCA lesions or cerebral hypoaxia along the ventral visual stream</td>
<td>Recognition of objects and faces under unconventional viewing conditions or non-optimal lighting conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balint/Holmes syndrome</td>
<td>Bilateral MCAs of the parietal or frontal branches or bleedings; diffuse lesions in both hemispheres due to cerebral anaoxia, encephalitis, trauma, degenerative diseases</td>
<td>Impairments in: visual fixation, reading, grasping, visual search, simultaneous perception, depth and space perception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye movement disorders</td>
<td>(a) large MCA infarctions parietotemporal; more frequent right</td>
<td>(a) Conjugate, tonic imbalance of both eyes to the ipsilesional side; inability to fixate/reach for objects/persons in the contralesional hemispace; hypometric saccades and increased saccadic latencies for saccades to the contralesional hemispace; impaired smooth pursuit towards ipsilesional hemispace; (b) difficulties following moving objects/vehicles/persons, omissions of critical objects; impaired orientation during self motion of person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b) Unilateral superior temporoparietal lesions after MCA infarctions or trauma with brain stem damage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MCA/PCA=middle/posterior cerebral artery infarctions.

the blind hemifield on an abstract, non-visual level (to generate a space map on which eye movements can operate). According to this logic all rehabilitation strategies (restitution, compensation, substitution) require an adaptive nervous system that enables the patient to adapt to cerebral visual impairments, either spontaneously or by specific treatments. The degree and type of the required cortical plasticity is likely to differ between these three main strategies, probably being much higher for restitutional changes in a local area of a lesion, whereas probably more widespread processes of reorganisation are required for the acquisition of new strategies to enable compensation or substitution. Another prediction from neuroplasticity research is that cortical plasticity should be higher in “higher”, especially multisensory, brain regions\(^\text{23}\) and accordingly lower in “early” visual areas. For neurovisual rehabilitation this means that restitution after lesions to the primary visual cortex (area V1 or 17) is probably much more restricted than that after lesions to higher (temporal, parietal) visual areas in the processing chain. We return to some of these ideas when discussing the treatment approaches.

**VISUAL ACUITY**

Static visual acuity is normal after unilateral postchiasmatic lesions. However, clinical experience has shown that it may be partially reduced in the early phase after a brain lesion by 20%–30% (0.2–0.3 Snellen) due to reduced contrast sensitivity (see later), disturbed visual search, inaccurate fixation, or impaired simultaneous perception in Balint’s syndrome (table 1). These secondary deficits in visual acuity result from other impairments. After bilateral postchiasmatic lesions Frišen\(^\text{24}\) has described primary reductions in visual acuity ranging up to cerebral blindness (defined as a visual acuity <2%). Cerebral blindness is frequent in patients with cerebral hypoxia due to cardiac arrest\(^\text{25}\) or bilateral occipital lesions presumably affecting the foveal visual field representation in both hemispheres.\(^\text{27}\) The acuity loss in these cases is comparable in both eyes, as are the accompanying field defects. In a recent large scale study of 454 patients with and without postchiasmatic scotoma\(^\text{2}\) it was found that two types of visual field disorders are particularly associated with reduced visual acuity for the near (0.4 m) and far (6 m) distance: bilateral homonymous hemianopia and bilateral hemianamblyopia (impaired colour and form discrimination in homonymous field regions).

Both groups together accounted for some 12% of patients with visual field disorders. The reductions in visual acuity ranged from 10%–80% in the sample, and were probably chronic as lesion age was 35 weeks on average.\(^\text{3}\) Reduced visual acuity impairs reading and mobility (as illustrated in fig 1).

Lesions of one optic tract lead to reduced static visual acuity in the ipsilesional eye, or in both eyes.\(^\text{24}\) An asymmetric impairment of visual acuity in both eyes after posterior brain lesions indicates optic nerve or chiasmal lesions.\(^\text{24}\) So far, static visual acuity was consid-
Contrast sensitivity

Contrast sensitivity denotes the ability of the visual system to discriminate between striped patterns (gratings) of differing luminance (contrast) and stripe width (spatial frequency). Such patterns can either be presented as stationary (spatial contrast sensitivity) or as drifting patterns on a monitor (temporal contrast sensitivity). Abnormalities in spatial and temporal contrast sensitivity occur after postchiasmatic lesions. The patients complain about blurring of vision and deficits in reading, when recognising objects or faces especially under mesopic or scotopic lighting conditions. Some of these patients also indicate an increase in subjectively required lighting for near work activities (reading, writing, PC work, and technical and household activities; G Kerkho, unpublished results).

Deficits in different spatial frequency channels are associated with different visual problems: high frequency losses are related to impaired visual acuity whereas low frequency losses are probably interfering with distance and depth perception (for example, ascending a dimly lit staircase, reading a distant sign). Patients with impaired contrast sensitivity often have normal or close to normal visual acuity as tested with high contrast optotypes so that their contrast sensitivity deficit may go undetected. By contrast, with the relatively rare reductions in visual acuity after unilateral postchiasmal lesions (apparently 12%), spatial contrast sensitivity is more often impaired (apparently 82%), at least in patients with acute lesions.

Photopic and scotopic foveal adaptation

Photopic foveal adaptation denotes the ability of the visual system to adapt continuously to a higher illumination whereas scotopic foveal adaptation describes the ability to adapt to a darker illumination than the present one. (Photopic and scotopic foveal adaptation, as defined in the present context, is not to be confused with light or dark adaptation which reflects the photochemical activity of cones and rods in the central and peripheral retina, respectively. This kind of adaptation is mainly impaired in patients with retinal or optic tract lesions but probably remains unimpaired in postchiasmatic lesions with intact anterior visual pathways.) Deficits in both processes were described already 50 years ago in occipital lobe lesions. However, they are not well recognised and present a significantly underestimated visual problem in patients with brain damage. Both disorders can occur separately or in combination. In this study a large unselected sample of 116 patients with postchiasmatic lesions was examined; 51% were found with a loss of scotopic and photopic adaptation, 26% with an isolated disorder of photopic adaption, and 23% with impaired scotopic adaptation.

The most frequent aetiology is unilateral or bilateral posterior cerebral artery infarctions, and here most likely those of the mediobasal branches originating from the posterior thalamus. Cerebral hypoxia and head trauma often cause a combined adaptation disorder. Furthermore, patients with head trauma may show an increased sensitivity to light and sound. Patients with a reduced or lost foveal photopic adaptation complain about “blinding” and describe frequent changes in lighting as unpleasant (for example, when leaving a room and walking outside; when looking at a white wall or a white sheet of paper). Patients with an impairment in foveal scotopic adaptation complain about “dark vision” and need more light during near work. In a combined disorder (which seems implausible, but exists in some 30% of patients) the patients complain about blinding and dark vision and have a very small range where lighting is comfortable form them (100 lux or 1000 lux in normal subjects). Spontaneous recovery is absent or extremely rare, although the patients behaviourally adapt to the disorder (G Kerkho, unpublished results).

Stereopsis

Stereoscopic vision can be divided into local versus global stereopsis. Local stereopsis requires the extraction of disparity cues from a few visual elements in a display (for example, the Titmus test). Global stereopsis requires the ability to extract a global form from many disparity signals present in a complex visual display (the TNO test). Deficits in local stereopsis have been found in patients with unilateral or bilateral posterior cerebral lesions, especially those affecting the secondary visual cortex (V2; layer 4C), and are more frequent and more severe in patients with right sided cerebral lesions (see Rizzo for review). Reductions in global stereopsis have been described in patients with left or right sided temporal lobectomy, without hemispheric differences. Recent findings from functional brain imaging and monkey neurophysiology suggest that different stereoscopic abilities are represented in different brain areas according to the functional specialisation of that particular area. Accordingly, the parietal cortex is involved in the stereoscopic coding of three dimensional object characteristics (depth and longitudinal axis of an object). Little is known about the recovery from astereopsis, and no follow up studies have been carried out to my knowledge. It remains to be mentioned that some 5%-10% of healthy subjects show astereopsis as a result of squint. Two thirds of the patients with impaired convergent fusion (see later) show reduced stereopsis, too.
CONVERGENT FUSION
As we perceive our visual world with two eyes which supply us with a slightly disparate image, the two images have to be fused into one “cyclopean” image. Fusion requires a motor component to direct the eyes to a target either further away than the present fixation point (divergent fusion or crossed disparity) or nearer by (convergent fusion or uncrossed disparity). Convergence and divergence are represented in different brain stem nuclei. The second component is a non-motor, sensory act of unifying the two visual images, called sensory fusion. Impairments in both components are rarely examined but are strikingly frequent in patients with closed head injury. It can be estimated on the basis of the above mentioned studies that some 30% of patients with head trauma initially show reduced convergent fusion. Hart noted that spontaneous recovery was poor or almost absent in his patients. Given the frequency of fusional disorders and their importance for near work, stereopsis, reading, and vocational rehabilitation, it is surprising that few systematic studies have so far dealt with their diagnosis and treatment. The possible effects of fusional disorders on other activities, especially visuomotor behaviour (grasping, walking, distance estimation) are largely unexplored. However, clinical experience suggests that fusion and vergence eye movements are important for near work (fig 1), when establishing gaze contact in social interactions and possibly in visuomotor activities in near space.

HOMONYMOUS VISUAL FIELD DISORDERS
About 20%-30% of all patients in neurological rehabilitation centres have homonymous visual field disorders. Among these, 70% show a visual field sparing of 5° or less. About 7% of all patients with cerebrovascular infarctions develop cerebral blindness with a variable degree of residual visual capacities. Cerebral blindness often occurs in children with cerebral hypoxia with slow and incomplete recovery. Furthermore, patients with visual field disorders from traumatic brain lesions show substantial cognitive deficits due to diffuse disseminated lesions.

Partial field recovery occurs in the first 2–3 months in 10%-20% of the patients. After this period spontaneous field recovery is very rare. If it occurs it is greater in peripheral than in parafoveal regions due to the cortical magnification factor. Patients with visual field disorders face visual behavioural problems that fall into two categories: hemianopic reading deficits due to the parafoveal field loss and abnormal saccades during reading, and visual exploratory deficits in the blind and intact hemifield due to small amplitude saccades, and spatially disorganised visual search patterns and a narrowed useful field of view.

Figure 2 Schematic display of the perceptual window for reading (A) in a normal subject, (B) a patient with a homonymous, left sided hemianopia (field sparing: 2°), and (C) a patient with a homonymous, right sided hemianopia (field sparing: 2°); (D) right sided, homonymous paracentral scotoma (between 2°–15° eccentricity on the right horizontal meridian). Note that the drawings are schematic and not drawn to scale.
also in the ipsilesional hemifield.64 This leads to omissions of critical targets or their delayed detection in both the blind and intact hemifield. Some 50%-90% of all patients with visual field disorders have hemianopic alexia,65 resulting from the loss of parafoveal field regions which form a “perceptual window” for reading, subsuming letter identification. In western societies this reading window extends 3–4 characters to the left of fixation and 7–11 letter spaces to the right of it.66 Figure 2 schematically illustrates this perceptual window and the differential effects of left or right sided hemianopia and a right sided paracentral scotoma on reading. Due to the asymmetry of the perceptual window right sided visual field disorders cut a larger part of the reading window and therefore impair reading more than left sided visual field disorders. Moreover, left sided visual field disorders cause mainly errors (omissions of the left words or syllables) whereas right sided visual field disorders reduce reading speed significantly.67

**VISUOSPATIAL PERCEPTION**

Visual space perception is important for mobility and orientation in the environment. Impairments in the perception of the subjective visual vertical and horizontal,7 orientation,7 discrimination, length, size, and position discrimination are often found in lesions of the parietal64 or parieto-occipital cortex and underlying white matter.43 Patients with neglect with right parietal lesions have visuospatial deficits as well.63 Right hemispheric lesions cause more frequent impairments in elementary spatial perception.44–66 Significant recovery from visuospatial deficits has been described previously66 but this could have been influenced by retest effects. Spontaneous recovery occurs to most in the first 3 months,67 after which no further improvement is seen. Visuospatial deficits predict a negative patient outcome,68 increased probability of accidents, less transfer of physiotherapeutic training to walking,69 and dressing problems.63 Hence, visuospatial deficits are of prognostic value, especially in patients with lesions in the right hemisphere.

**VISUAL OBJECT AND FACE PERCEPTION**

Disorders in the recognition of objects and faces are rare, and often, though not necessarily, coupled with low level visual deficits (acuity, visual fields, visual exploration, simultaneous perception).70 Visual recognition disorders can be categorised into apperceptive and associative disorders. Patients with apperceptive recognition disorders are found after bilateral temporoparietal lesions, either bilateral occlusions of the posterior cerebral artery or lesions of degenerative, hypoxic, or infectious origin (herpes encephalitis).71 Such patients still have largely intact knowledge of the semantic properties of objects (for example, their use, size, colour, and weight) but are impaired in the visual recognition of them, especially under demanding visual conditions (for example, poor lighting conditions or an unusual view). By contrast, patients with associative visual agnosia are capable of visually recognising objects but have lost semantic knowledge or have impaired access to the semantic properties of visually presented objects.72

Disorders in the perception of faces are found after unilateral right sided or bilateral occipitotemporal lesions.72 73 Patients with face agnosia say that faces look strange and lack emotionality and familiarity. They do not recognise familiar faces, especially under conditions of poor lighting or from an unusual viewpoint. Recovery is probably very limited in cases with bilateral or diffuse disseminated lesions. Anderson and Rizzo74 described permanent deficits in the facial recognition test75 in 25% of their patients. Even less is known about the treatment of such disorders apart from a few single cases.76

**BALINT’S OR HOLMES’ SYNDROME AND RELATED DISORDERS**

Balint’s syndrome designates a poorly defined category of symptoms including: impaired fixation of gaze, defective visually guided reaching, especially in contralateral hemispace, impaired simultaneous perception of more than one or a few objects, reading inability, defective depth perception, and severe visuospatial disorders.77 78 Due to the bilateral or diffuse disseminated lesions recovery is limited in these severely and chronically disabled patients. It is estimated that some 30% of patients with Alzheimer’s disease show the full range of Balint’s syndrome,79 but the incidence in non-dementing, neurological disease is probably less than 0.5% (G Kerkhoff, unpublished results). Reports on rehabilitation techniques are rare.80 It is likely that the disorder is often overlooked or misdiagnosed. Eye blinking may eliminate confusing visual images or the patient’s subjective feeling of seeing the same object at multiple locations in space. Zihl and Kennard noted some recovery of visual exploration and fixation after systematic training in three patients with Balint’s syndrome,70 but no recovery of the spatial disorder. Despite these occasional experiences effective treatment strategies are poorly developed and evaluated.

**EYE MOVEMENT DISORDERS**

A comprehensive review of acquired eye movement disorders is beyond the scope and aim of this review.81 Instead, two types of eye movement disorders that interact with neurovisual rehabilitation are described.

**Conjugate eye deviation**

Conjugate eye deviation occurs in acute hemispheric brain lesions as a type of tonic imbalance of both eyes towards the lesioned hemisphere at rest. It is more frequent after right hemispheric lesions (30%-50%) than in patients with left hemispheric lesions (20%).82 83 Parietal cortex and basal ganglia lesions seem to be critical for conjugate eye deviation.84 85 It lasts longer in patients with right cerebral lesions (mean 65 days) than in those with left cerebral lesions (mean 17 days86), although this probably depends on lesion size...
Conjugate eye deviation and visual neglect often occur together, enhancing each other. Even after apparent recovery of conjugate eye deviation the patients show hypometric saccades towards the contralateral hemispace, higher saccadic latencies, and a reduced smooth pursuit gain when tracking objects moving towards the ipsilesional hemispace. This tonic ocular imbalance almost certainly has a negative impact on all rehabilitation efforts (physiotherapy, self-care activities, mobility, activities of daily living, reading, and visual exploration). After recovery of the overt conjugate eye deviation it can be reinstated by the simultaneous presentation of two objects in both hemifields (extinction), the eyes drifting towards the lesioned hemisphere.

Smooth pursuit disorders
Smooth pursuit disorders are found in patients with brain stem, unilateral parietal, parieto-occipital, frontal eye field, and cerebellar lesions. They impair the tracking of an object moving in an ipsilesional direction (from left to right in a patient with a right hemispheric lesion), even with low stimulus velocities (<20°/s). Patients with head trauma and patients with focal brain lesions have a considerably reduced smooth pursuit gain (<0.5 or 50% of their normal value) which causes deficits in dynamic visual acuity and vocational tasks—for example, work on PC monitors. A reduced pursuit gain reduces dynamic visual acuity and therefore impairs visuospatial orientation and identification of moving objects (persons, vehicles) in daily life.

Treatment approaches
As mentioned earlier, treatment approaches can occur on three main levels (restitution, compensation, and substitution; fig 3). These levels do not exclude each other, and in some instances (for example, saccadic eye movement training in hemianopia, fig 3, middle column) a treatment may be considered as restorative and compensatory at the same time; as it improves compensation and leads to partial field recovery, and hence might be considered “restorative” as well. Figure 3 categorises most of the visual treatment approaches described in detail later in the appropriate sections.

Figure 3 Survey of procedures used in neurovisual rehabilitation. See text for details.
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Table 2  Summary of treatment approaches for patients with postchiasmatic visual acuity impairments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Visual acuity disorder</th>
<th>Deficit</th>
<th>Impairment</th>
<th>Therapy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bilateral postchiasmatic lesion</td>
<td>Reduction 20%–80%</td>
<td>Unknown; improve secondary deficits, magnification software</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eccentric fixation after cerebral hypoxia</td>
<td>Reduction 20%–40%</td>
<td>Improve fixation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spasmodic fixation in Balint’s syndrome</td>
<td>Severe reduction for multiple optotypes, improvement with single optotypes</td>
<td>Improve simultaneous perception, treat saccades and pursuit to moving objects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unstable fixation due to nystagmus</td>
<td>Reduction 20%–40% for fine visual details, reading problems due to bobbing lines</td>
<td>Calm nystagmus by orthoptic or pharmacological methods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central or paracentral, homonymous scotoma</td>
<td>Reduction 20% in paracentral and up to 90% in central scotomata</td>
<td>Improve contrast, illumination and size of object by magnifying devices</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Paired adaptation may impair static visual acuity. Eccentric fixation occurs in patients with cerebral hypoxia and may reduce acuity by up to 30% or more. Acuity recovers in parallel to the fixation disorder. Patients with Balint’s syndrome may show a fixation disorder characterised either by exaggerated fixation durations (spasmodic fixation1–3) and an inability to shift their gaze voluntarily to a new location. This may be mistaken for a considerable acuity loss when tested with standard optotypes. Visual acuity for moving patterns (tested with a rotating drum) may be better preserved in these patients.

Optical aids and magnification software serve to increase image size. Screen reading machines allow the continuous magnification of printed text, books, newspapers, and pictures. Contrast, foreground/background (black/white or coloured) and luminance can be adapted, which is important for reading.4,5 This technique enables patients with chronic low visual acuity (below 0.40) to read a newspaper, a book, or a letter, thereby participating in “visual” life. Contrast adaptation is also helpful when reading a text without such machines. Increasing the contrast of the text on a sheet of paper increases the legibility of the text. Grey text on grey paper produces a low contrast, black text on white paper a higher contrast.

Commercial software (for example, Metec, München, Germany) is available, which works as a zoom lens that can be combined with standard word processing or graphics software and is operated by the computer mouse. This is helpful for those patients returning to work but its use has to be practised like any other external aid with patients with brain damage as otherwise it will not be used at home or during work. As only a small part of the screen is magnified the patients require intact spatial orientation and imagery to know where they are currently on the display. This is a critical factor in patients with lesions including the parietal cortex which may impair these prerequisites.

Apart from magnification and contrast, visual acuity can be modulated by the degree of lighting. Under high luminance (>1500 lux) visual acuity may reach 2.0 (200%, or 40/2006,7). Such lighting conditions have been found beneficial in macula disease,8 and may increase acuity in scotopic adaptation disorder (see below). However, this has to be established in each patient, as glare and blinding may cancel this effect when photopic adaptation is disturbed as well (see below). Inadequate (too dark or too bright) lighting reduces reading duration and accuracy, increases eye strain, and leads to fatigue in near work.9 Because reading and PC work are required in most vocational rehabilitation programmes for patients with brain damage the establishment of comfortable and optimal lighting and the elimination of disturbing factors are important.

Printed text may appear as striped patterns which may evoke eye strain and headache (visual discomfort) in healthy10 and visually impaired subjects (unpublished results). Covering the neighbouring lines above and below the currently read line with a mask11 may significantly reduce discomfort and glare to improve reading duration, accuracy, and comfort in patients with brain damage as well.

Treatments to improve dynamic visual acuity have not been published yet. Gur et al reported that the smooth pursuit gain can be improved considerably by training.12 As reduced dynamic visual acuity is mostly dependent on impaired pursuit movements13 the treatment of pursuit eye movements should lead to improvements in dynamic visual acuity. This prediction has not yet been tested empirically.

CONTRAST SENSITIVITY
Contrast sensitivity training in healthy subjects leads to significant and lasting improvements.101,102 Such training might be considered as a true restitution training and might be partially effective, as contrast sensitive cells are found in many different visual cortical areas103 and might enable cortical reorganisation after a lesion. However, such specific training of contrast sensitivity has not been adopted regularly in patients with brain damage. In one remarkable exception104 a woman with severe reductions in spatial and temporal contrast sensitivity as well as in acuity due to multiple sclerosis was described. After systematic training with sinusoidal contrast sensitivity patterns all three indices improved markedly. Although very promising this study lacked a control for spontaneous recovery and did not include baseline or follow up measurements. Nevertheless, contrast sensitivity training may be promising in patients with a contrast sensitivity deficit due to a postchiasmatic lesion and complaining about blurred vision, especially in reading.

FOVEAL PHOTOPIC AND SCOTOPIC ADAPTATION
No method for direct restitution is available. However, the subjectively debilitating effects (blinding, dark vision, eye strain) can be alleviated using glasses to reduce glare. In cases of selectively disturbed scotopic adaptation, the
Table 3  Schematic treatment plan for acquired disorders of convergent fusion

| (1) | Anamnesis: anesthetic disorders: eye pressure, rapid fatigue in reading, maximal reading duration before blurred vision occurs; decrease in fusional range after visual activities (reading, PC work) |
| (2) | Type of treatment: improvement of binocular fusion and stereocuity by displaying dichoptic images of increasing disparity angle, mean: 12 treatment sessions (range: 8–20, duration: 20–50 minutes) |
| (3) | Outcome and follow up: mean increase of vergence amplitude: 12 cm/m; stability at follow up (10 months), improvement achievable in 80% of the patients |
| (4) | Transfer: increase in reading duration, convergent fusion, stereocuity, and reduction of anesthetic disorders, improved outcome for vocational rehabilitation |
| (5) | Exclusion criteria: premorbod fusional disorders, diplopia with angle >15° between both images |

use of dimmers and additional, indirect light sources may be helpful. Light absorbing photochromic filters increase reading speed (+26%) and letter contrast sensitivity (+0.3 log units) and reduce the subjective debilitating effects of blinding in patients with head trauma.59 Sloan et al10 described significant improvements in acuity and reading in macula disease with additional bright illumination. Similar effects can be achieved in patients with reduced scotopic adaptation: they reach higher static acuity levels with additional high illumination if their photopic adaptation is intact (G Kerkhoff, unpublished results). Flickering neon lights are often used at work but are extremely unpleasant for patients complaining of blinding. Indirect lighting from daylight bulbs is advisable in these cases. Special light bulbs are used by some patients spontaneously to adapt the lighting conditions at home to their subjective light preference. Sunglasses are suitable outside for patients complaining of blinding but varilux glasses (continuously self adapting glasses) are not recommended as they need too long to adapt to a mesopic background illumination when previously exposed to bright light. Cummings et al11 described a subjective improvement in a patient with blinding (“central dazzle” according to them) after a right thalamic lesion, after medication with amitriptyline hydrochloride and perphenazine. Unfortunately, later removal of the medication reinstated the feeling of “blinding”. Obviously, as the neural mechanisms of the adaptation disorder are poorly understood neither restorative nor compensatory treatments are available; optic prostheses are partially effective in reducing disability (reading, glare, acuity).

**FUSION AND STEREOPSIS**

Despite the considerable improvements achieved through repetitive training in stereovision110 fusion and stereopsis are rarely evaluated or trained in neurorehabilitation. Poor spontaneous recovery of the disorder has been described.52 Convergent fusion may be effectively improved with orthoptic devices.106 Fusional amplitude is trained with dichoptic methods and improves in the course of 8–12 treatment sessions, with parallel improvements in reading duration, stereopsis, and a relief from asthenopic symptoms (table 3). This treatment is highly effective, low cost, easy to implement, improves reading, and reduces asthenopic deficits. Because the deficient fusional process is directly stimulated during treatment it may be considered as a true restorative training. Concerning the mechanisms that guide these considerable improvements nothing is known. As many cortical and subcortical visual areas receive binocular input lesions to one visual cortical area might cause only a transient deficit of sensory fusion. Subsequent training of vergence eye movements and sensory fusion—as described in table 3—might then be possible by surviving cortical visual areas which are also devoted to stereoscopic processing. This multiplicity of cortical areas with stereoscopic properties might be the key to the favourable treatment outcome found in fusional and stereoscopic training.

**HOMONYMOUS SCOTOMATA: RESTORATIVE APPROACHES**

Due to the relatively fixed visual topography in the striate cortex the limits for field recovery through restitution should be relatively firm, as only area 17 contains the relevant visual field representation. As this area resides rather “low” in the visual processing hierarchy cortical plasticity should be limited after a striate cortex lesion.13 Restoration of blind visual field regions has been studied repeatedly (extensive overview). Despite many long lasting attempts treatment related enlargements of a scotoma >5° are rare, occurring in 20%-30% of the patients. Factors predictive of field recovery are incomplete lesions,14 a shallow gradient in the profile of light sensitivity in perimetry and ambyloptic transition zones, residual metabolism in the lesioned striate cortex,107 108 or activations on functional (f)MRI.109 Patients with such features might be subjected to a functional magnetic reasonance actuation study (fMRI) to evaluate if and what type of visual stimulation in the scotoma activates the lesioned visual cortex.109 Sabel et al110 have suggested that 10% of a lesioned cortical structure may suffice to allow 90% of the normal functions of this system to work.110 If this holds true for the highly topographic visual field representation in cortical area 17 remains to be seen, however. Functional fMRI might assist in selecting patients with such residual structures and determine the most effective site and type of visual stimulation.

Different behavioural procedures have been used in visual field training (table 4). Saccadic localisation and subsequent identification of the presented stimulus (its luminance, form, colour, and motion) is an effective technique.111 Identification of various qualities of a stimulus presented in the scotoma without performing a saccade is another useful technique.111 The allocation of visual attention (with or without a saccade) towards the stimulated region seems to be a crucial prerequisite for return of vision.
Table 4  Summary of restorative (visual field training) and compensatory approaches (hemianopic reading and visual exploration training) in patients with postchiasmatic scotomata

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Visual field training:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Anamnesis: visual perimetry, tachistoscopic tests: identification of amblyopic transition zones which are the most likely candidates for field recovery;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Type of treatment: improvement of saccadic eye movements at field border or in amblyopic transition zone: discourage head movements to target; recognition of colour, form, orientation or luminance of the target; amount of treatment sessions: 30–500 sessions (hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Transfer: improvement in reading and subjective awareness of visual problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Outcome and follow up: mean field increase: 5°–10°; stability at follow up; 70% of patients have a field recovery &lt;5°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hemianopic reading training:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Anamnesis: change of line, types of errors (omissions, substitutions, problems with long words or numbers), maximum reading duration, asthenopic disorders (eye strain)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Type of treatment: improvement of oculomotor reading strategies (“reading mechanics”) substituting the lost parafoveal visual field; tachistoscopic reading of single words, moving window technique, floating words, search for words in a text, scanning reading technique, training of numbers with embedded zeros: variation of physical and linguistic parameters: word length and frequency, position on screen (left, centre, right), number of words, presentation time, complexity of text, variation of instruction (read v scan text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Transfer: reading of newspaper, book, own manuscript; text editing on a PC, increase of maximal reading duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Outcome and follow up: increase in reading speed; 500% reduction in reading errors; partial field recovery (mean 5°) in 1/3 of patients</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Visual exploration training:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Anamnesis: limited overview, bumping into persons and obstacles, defective orientation in visual space, ie crowded situations, traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Type of treatment: increasing amplitude of saccadic eye movements towards scotoma is increased following a systematic training of saccadic reaction time, reduction of head movements; systematic, spatially organised visual search on wide-field displays: organized search strategy (horizontal or vertical); start search in blind field; visual displays requiring serial and parallel search; possibly combination with other stimulation devices (optokinetic stimulation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Transfer: orientation in clinic, own urban district, new environments, management of visual activities of daily living: find objects on table or in room, find therapist’s room, find objects in supermarket, cross street, use public traffic, find way home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Outcome and follow up: reduction of omissions and search time; partial field recovery (mean: 5°–7°) in 34% of patients</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**READING TRAINING IN VISUAL FIELD DISORDERS**

Because field restitution is definitely limited in its amount (<6°) few patients will regain normal reading from a visual field enlargement (<10% of patients with visual field disorders). Instead, compensatory treatment approaches try to improve the eye movements necessary for reading to compensate for the lost field region.\(^{\text{57-112}}\) An anamnesis of the reading problems and habits treatment starts with the reading of short, high frequency words (table 4). The reading of numbers is trained, which poses a specific problem for all patients with hemianopic alexia as numbers do not permit a semantic control as words normally do. Transfer is established by reading books, their own manuscripts, and doing PC work with text editing, with the final aim to automate the techniques used and increase reading duration. Using this technique we found significant increases in reading speed and accuracy within 15–25 treatment sessions.\(^{\text{112}}\) In 34% of the patients treated in this way a small but significant visual field recovery occurred (mean 5.4°, range 1°–20°). This field recovery is most likely due to the repetitive visual stimulation during reading at the field border, especially in patients with a shallow gradient of light sensitivity along the field border (a broad amblyopic transition zone). Similar results have been found in a recent study,\(^{\text{77}}\) but without visual field improvements.

**SACCADIC AND VISUAL EXPLORATION TRAINING IN VISUAL FIELD DISORDERS**

Some 70% of patients with homonymous visual field disorders show a spatially disorganised visual search strategy. This can be markedly improved by a systematic training of saccadic eye movements and visual search strategies on wide field visual displays (table 4). In a first treatment step the amplitude of saccades towards the scotoma is increased followed by a systematisation of visual search on different displays including pop-out displays and tasks requiring parallel as well as serial visual search. Finally, the transfer of such strategies is trained later in more natural situations—for instance, on a table, in a supermarket, or in traffic.\(^{\text{112}}\) With these techniques we found significant improvements in visual search that transferred to visual activities of daily living and were subjectively experienced by the patients.\(^{\text{112}}\) One third of the patients showed a partial field recovery (+12° on average); this probably resulted from the implemented saccadic eye movement training which leads to partial field restoration.\(^{\text{59-55}}\) Positive treatment factors are pure occipital brain lesions without parietal or thalamic involvement and a good awareness for the scotoma and its consequences for daily life. Patients with unawareness due to neglect require more treatment sessions and have a less favourable outcome.\(^{\text{112}}\) Negative factors are additional visual (peripheral) or oculomotor (nystagmus, pareses) deficits and diffuse disseminated lesions (G Kerkhoff, unpublished results). Head movements during the eye movement training delay progress.\(^{\text{113}}\) When reflecting about the basic mechanisms of these compensatory treatments for patients with visual field disorders it is most likely a combination of partial, although very limited, field restitution, spatially more organised and rapid eye scanning movements in both hemifields, increased awareness of the visual deficit and its consequences, and the frequent visuomotor practice of the strategies to ensure transfer and automatisation in daily life.

**PRISMS**

Occasionally, optic devices have been evaluated for the improvement of reading and visual exploration in patients with visual field disorders. Among these are hemianopic spectacles and glass or Fresnel (press on) prisms. Unfortunately, these techniques have not been studied systematically. They were, however, found to be useful in some individual cases.\(^{\text{114}}\) Traditionally, prisms are used to substitute for a visual field defect by deviating the patient’s gaze towards the defective side to enlarge his functional visual field.\(^{\text{7}}\) However, a recent
study suggests that the shift towards the healthy side for a limited time period may be more effective to promote a reorienting of the patient towards the impaired hemifield after later removal of the prisms.115 After prism exposure for some days their patients with left sided, visual neglect (five of seven patients had also left sided visual field disorders) showed a compensatory shift in the opposite (left) direction. This led to a significant, albeit transient (2 hours) improvement in neglect related deficits. Hence, the readaptation to a previous prism exposure may be an effective rehabilitation technique to promote cortical reorganisation processes which might apply to patients with visual field disorders without neglect as well.

**VISUOSPATIAL PERCEPTION**

Patients with large, right hemispheric lesions show the poorest outcome in neurorehabilitation.116 Contralesional neglect, spatial disorders, and unawareness probably contribute to this. Treatment approaches for visual-spatial disorders in these patients can be grouped into two categories: visuospatial vs. visuomotor treatments. The first try to improve spatial perception by adding facilitating reference cues during therapy, modulating task difficulty by varying the size or orientation difference between the stimuli. Repetitive training with contingent feedback may indeed be very effective to reduce a perceptual deficit. In a recent study a normalisation of visual orientation discrimination was achieved after only 11 treatment sessions.117 Transfer to spatially related but untrained tasks was found as well (clock reading, horizontal writing, visuoconstructive performance117).

By contrast, visuomotor treatments try to improve spatial deficits implicitly by requiring actions towards a particular object or a position in space (assembling pieces to complete a figure, drawing, or pointing to a location116). Such approaches usually improve visuoperceptual, visuomotor, and planning abilities as acting in space requires preplanning by the patient. Both types of treatment approaches show a significant transfer to activities of daily living (dressing, eating, transfers from bed to wheelchair), clock reading, or spatial orientation during writing. A specific visuospatial add on treatment leads to additional improvements in patients with lesions in the right hemisphere.117 As severe visuospatial deficits most often result from parietal lesions, neuroplasticity studies would predict that recovery from such deficits should be higher than after a lesion to a “lower” visual area. It is in accord with this postulate that recovery of visual orientation discrimination in the above study was nearly complete so that most patients reached a nearly normal level.117 This encouraging result might indicate that other spatial-perceptual deficits resulting from parietal damage might be improved by a similar feedback based training procedure.

**Future directions in neurovisual rehabilitation**

**ENLARGING THE USEFUL FIELD OF VIEW**

Standard acuity and perimetry tests underestimate the degree of difficulties experienced by healthy, but aged adults.118 Patients with visual field disorders show similar problems in daily activities requiring the use of peripheral vision in the contralesional but also in the ipsilesional hemifield (for example, for detecting vehicles or persons to avoid collisions or falls). Hence, visual field size obtained with perimetric method testing for light detection overestimates the functional capacities of the subject. A more realistic picture of processing capacities in the visual field may be achieved by studying the “useful field of view”. The useful field of view is characterised as the visual area in which information can be acquired within one eye fixation. One major difference between standard acuity or perimetry tests and the useful field of view approach is that in the first only one target, often suprathreshold, has to be detected from a homogenous Ganzfeld, whereas in the second a central stimulus is presented, and a peripheral localisation task has to be performed in a cluttered visual background with numerous distractors. This second scenario more closely resembles visual scenes in daily life where often many stimuli are to be processed or ignored, partly in parallel. Rizzo119 studied the useful field of view in patients with unilateral posterior cerebral artery infarctions causing contralateral hemianopia. His patients did not only show a reduction of the UFOV in the blind field—which is expected due to the scotoma—but also in the ipsilesional hemifield, though to a lesser degree. Such a constricted useful field of view will lead to omissions of targets in peripheral vision in both the blind and the “intact” hemifield. In accordance with this observation we found in an earlier study with hemianopic patients, impairments in visual search not only in the blind field but also to a lesser degree in the ipsilesional field.120 These impairments were partially reversible after intensive treatment.120 Hence, the useful field of view was enlarged by this training. In a somewhat different approach120 a significant and stable expansion of the useful field of view in healthy, aged adults without visual field disorders was achieved after systematic training. This treatment could easily be implemented in visual rehabilitation procedures for patients with cerebral lesions.

**GAZE DEPENDENT MODULATION OF VISUAL DEFICITS**

Numerous animal studies show that the neuronal response of cells in the visual, motor, and parietal cortex is modulated either by orbital eye position121–123 or head position.124 Because this effect has been found in many cortical areas (including visual, motor, and parietal cortex) it seems to reflect a general principle of the nervous system. Few clinical studies have sought to investigate this modulatory effect as a source of residual, although yet transient, visual capacities in neurorehabilitation. Head turning towards a left sided scotoma leads to a relative
gaze shift to the right side when fixating straight ahead. This technique transiently normalised the left upper quadrant anopia in two patients. Although the precise mechanisms of this gaze modulated effect are not clear at present (attentional right hemisphere activation or neck proprioceptive stimulation)ipsilateral (rightward) gaze led to a significant (19.2%) increase in cerebral blood flow in a similar patient, as measured with SPECT, in Brodman areas 1, 2, 3, 7, 21, 22, 39, and 40 of the damaged hemisphere (motor and parietal cortices). In a similar patient with right upper quadrant anopia head orientation to the right (with gaze to the left) reduced the scotoma in the right upper quadrant by about 20° without changes in the ipsilateral field border.

Interestingly, such facilitatory effects of gaze orientation are not limited to visual field disorders. They have been shown in line bisection and reading of patients with visual neglect. Head orientation towards the neglected hemisphere, which leads to a rightward gaze shift when fixating straight ahead transiently normalised these deficits, and neck muscle vibration has recently been shown to reduce neglect permanently. In summary, gaze modulation might be an interesting technique to disclose and elicit residual visual capacities. How these can be coined into permanent visual improvements remains to be established.

**ACTIVATION OF IMPAIRED VISUAL FUNCTIONS THROUGH VISUAL MOTION STIMULI**

Several cortical and subcortical visual areas are involved in the processing of visual motion. Surprisingly few patients with focal brain lesions show persistent deficits in global motion perception (apparently 13% of hemianopic patients have only limited or no correct awareness of their field defect immediately after their disease. Awareness must be improved during rehabilitation to maximise outcome and enable reintegration of the patient into the community. Awareness can be assessed in the acute stage by a simple questionnaire; in later rehabilitation stages more detailed questionnaires are useful. Frequent information about the cause of a visual disorder, the direct demonstration of the deficit (for example, presenting the visual field chart repeatedly), and the consequences (for example, bumping into a door frame), as well as relative improvements during training (for example, larger visual search field after therapy) may be important steps to promote "metavision" on the patient side (named in analogy with "metamemory"). Furthermore, knowledge about the disorder and the techniques to cope with it is necessary to motivate the patient for treatment and improve the transfer to daily life. In this sense, patients who know more about their impairments and possible coping strategies are likely to require less treatment, will have less complications, and have a better outcome in daily life. Among such approaches the development of support groups and health education programmes might be the most promising.

**SUPPORT GROUPS, HEALTH EDUCATION, AND PATIENT INFORMATION**

Health education programmes and support groups for elderly, visually impaired people with eye disease have been successfully implemented, but similar programmes in neurovisual rehabilitation are currently unknown. In such approaches it has often been found that elderly visually impaired people do not have sufficient knowledge about their disease (for example, diabetic retinopathy) and the implications of it for activities of daily living. As a consequence these patients often do not have a realistic perception of their disease and the resulting disabilities as well as relatively preserved capacities which...
might help the patient to remain functionally independent as long as possible. Furthermore, it was found that the patients' relatives were often inadequately informed about the disease, too.

After weekly meetings within a small (4–6 people) support group of patients with eye disease typically occurring in old age it was found that functional independence could be
increased, along with improved self satisfaction. The main purpose of support groups and health education programmes in patients with cerebral visual disorders hence could be to share concrete knowledge about visual impairments, implement or refresh practical compensation strategies, and increase the patient’s awareness and functional independence. As many cerebral visual disorders are hardly “visible” for the relatives or other persons (by contrast with a motor or speech deficit), another purpose of such education programmes should be to inform these people about the basis and the implications of cerebral visual disorders.

**Summary and conclusions**

Neurovisual rehabilitation is a newly developing field combining findings from neuropsychology, neuroplasticity, neuroophthalmology, and neurophysiology to develop new or refine existing treatment methods for patients with acquired central visual disorders. At present, full restoration of function is achieved only in a few patients, which either reflects the relatively firm limits of cortical plasticity and functional recovery after brain damage, or our lack of knowledge limiting the design of more effective treatment methods. Nevertheless, compensatory improvements in functionally relevant visual abilities for daily living such as visual search and spatial orientation, reading, and fusion can be achieved in most visually impaired patients, indicating some potential for recovery and learning of visuomotor strategies. These available treatments significantly reduce the patient’s disability and handicap and improve subjective quality of life. Most of the required treatments are low cost, easy to implement, and their effectiveness has been studied. Future rehabilitation studies could seek to uncover residual visual capacities, study novel stimulation procedures, and improve awareness to maximise outcome.
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